Using SPDX License List
“short identifiers” in source files

Why SPDX short identifiers in Source Files?
▪ Easy to use, machine-readable and language neutral
• Just adds one line to a comment in the file.
• Makes it easy to accurately know which license is in effect for the file.
• Satisfies the Developer Certificate of Origin (DCO) requirement for a
license reference per file.
▪ Concise and now standardized format
• Developers detest needing to put 50 lines of boilerplate license text before
10 lines of code that implements a function.
• Removes ambiguity from trying to recognize hand typed license headers
• See: SPDX 2.1 Appendix V - “Using SPDX short identifiers in Source files”
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What is a license list “short identifier”?

A short identifier is a
standardized shortened version
of the license name and/or
version reference that many in
the industry have aligned and
adopted. It creates a short,
standardized and common
language to use when referring
to licenses. It is based on the
SPDX license list which has
been widely adopted.
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SPDX License List: http://spdx.org/licenses
▪
▪
▪
▪

SPDX License List is a list of (common) open source
licenses that can be referred to by a “short identifier”
Contains name, identifier, license text, reference URL’s,
whether OSI approved, and standard headers
Matching guidelines to help determine if the license text
matches the text (and templates for some licenses)
Backed by an active organization which maintains the
license list
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Representing Single License
A single license is represented by using the short identifier from SPDX
license list, optionally with a unary "+" operator following it to indicate "or
later" versions may be applicable.
Examples:
●

SPDX-License-Identifier: GPL-2.0

●

SPDX-License-Identifier: GPL-2.0+

●

SPDX-License-Identifier: MIT

Use SPDX License List short identifiers
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What if more than one license applies or you
have a choice of licenses?
▪ Use the license expression syntax
• Operators allow various combinations, etc.
▪ See SPDX 2.1 specification, Appendix IV for details

License expression syntax
AND

Conjunctive licenses
(more than 1 license applies)

OR

Disjunctive licenses (choice)

WITH
+

Exceptions
(apply an exception to the main license)
Or later versions of license allowed
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Representing Multiple Licenses
A set of licenses must be enclosed in parentheses, and follow these conventions:
1.

When there is a choice between licenses ("disjunctive license"), they should be separated with
"OR". If presented with a choice between two or more licenses, use the disjunctive binary "OR"
operator to construct a new license expression.

•
2.

Example: “SPDX-License-Identifier: (GPL-2.0 OR MIT)”

Similarly when multiple licenses need to be simultaneously applied ("conjunctive license"), they
should be separated with "AND". If required to simultaneously comply with two or more licenses,
use the conjunctive binary "AND" operator to construct a new license expression.

•

Example: “SPDX-License-Identifier: (LGPL-2.1 AND BSD-2-CLAUSE)”

Representing Multiple Licenses
3.

In some cases, a set of license terms apply except under special circumstances, in this case, use
the "WITH" operator followed by one of the recognized exception identifiers. Sometimes a set of
license terms apply except under special circumstances. In this case, use the binary "WITH"
operator to construct a new license expression to represent the special exception situation.

▪

Example: “SPDX-License-Identifier: (GPL-2.0+ WITH Bison-exception-2.2)”

Using SPDX short identifiers with DCO
The Developer Certificate of Origin (http://developercertificate.org/) makes reference to
the “the open source license indicated in the file.”
While the top level directory for the project may already have a LICENSE or COPYING
file that indicates the license for the project, the best practices is all files submitted
under the DCO should have a license referenced in the file.
This can be achieved by including the standard license header, the SPDX License
Identifier or a combination of both.
Options:
▪ Standard header from license
▪ “SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-1.0” in a comment
▪ Or both

Best Practice:
It is recommended to also make a reference that SPDX
license identifiers are being used where the license(s) for
the project are documented ( “LICENSE”, “COPYING”, etc.
).
It is recommended that some patch level tooling be used
that checks each file has a license indicated.
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Projects with SPDX short identifiers
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

u-boot
poco
mbed
NPM
Cargo
Composer
RubyGems
Bower

… and more coming soon :-)

Want more information about SPDX?
▪
▪
▪

▪

http://spdx.org/ - for overview information on SPDX.
http://spdx.org/licenses - for a full list of licenses with
short identifiers.
SPDX 2.1 Appendix V - using SPDX short identifiers in
source files.
Join spdx-tech mail list and ask questions to the SPDX
tech team.

Backup material

Additional SPDX License List Info
▪
▪

Human and machine readable at http://spdx.org/licenses
Tools can programmatically access the SPDX License
List, supported formats are:
• RDFa machine readable access
• JSON file at http://spdx.org/licenses/licenses.json

▪

For tools support, see the tech report “Accessing SPDX
Licenses”
• http://spdx.org/publications/tool-documentation/accessing-spdx-licenses

Developer Certificate of Origin
Developer's Certificate of Origin 1.1
By making a contribution to this project, I certify that:
(a) The contribution was created in whole or in part by me and I have
submit it under the open source license indicated in the file ; or

the right to

(b) The contribution is based upon previous work that, to the best of my knowledge, is
covered under an appropriate open source license and I have the right under that license
to submit that work with modifications, whether created in whole or in part by me,
under
the same open source license (unless I am permitted to submit under a different
license), as indicated in the file; or
(c) The contribution was provided directly to me by some other person who certified (a),
(b) or (c) and I have not modified it.
(d) I understand and agree that this project and the contribution are public and that a
record of the contribution (including all personal information I submit with it,
including my sign-off) is maintained indefinitely and may be redistributed consistent
with this project or the open source license(s) involved.

